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Archaeological underwater excavation with the aid of a water dredge 

A stone grindstone from the ship’s galley 

The lead coupling of a lead-and-wood anchor 

A sketch of iron anchors on a diver ’s slate 

AN ROMAN PERIOD SHIPWRECK WITH A CARGO OF AMPHORAE 

ROMaN PeRIOD ShIPWRecK IN The ČaVLIN ShaLLOWS 

There are several hundred Roman pe -
riod shipwrecks in the Croatian part of 
the Adriatic Sea, the majority of which are 
devastated, but about a dozen of which have survived the ravages of 
time and unethical looters. They have been preserved intact, or with 
only minor damage, which offers underwater archaeologists an oppor -
tunity for complete research. The very large number of Roman ship -
wrecks is not unexpected, but speaks rather of the intensity of trade and 
importance of navigation on
the eastern side of the Adriatic
Sea, and of the dangers our sea 

hides. Roman period shipwrecks can be dated either by the type of 
cargo they carried or by some further analysis (the age of the wood,
for example), and the datings range from the 4th century BC to the 
6th century. The cargos of these ships were varied: from fine pot -
tery, vessels and plates, stone construction elements and brick to the 
most frequent cargo – amphorae. The amphora was used as packag -
ing from the period of the Greece colonisation to the late Roman 
and the Byzantine supremacy. There are remains of shipwrecks with 
cargos of amphorae that can be researched on the seabed, covered by 
protective iron cages, and there are those that, as per documentation,
need to be raised to the surface and presented on land. One such re -
searched Roman period shipwreck is situated at the Čavlin Shallows 
in the waters of Murter. 
The locality was found and reported in 1998 by a German diver, the 
co -owner of a diving centre on the island of Murter. The locality was 
kept a secret for three years, and its research began in 2001. 
Systematic rescue archaeology lasted a full five years, and the locality 

was completely documented and re -
searched in 2005. 59 amphorae of the 
Lamboglia 2 type, the most frequent 
on the eastern side of the Adriatic Sea,
were found in that period, one North 
African Punic amphora of the Dressel 

 
 

 

 

 



18 type and one of the Southern Italic Brindisi type. 
Also found were a lead anchor crossbar, a stone ship’s grindstone 
and small fine ceramics (plates, vessels, oil lamps), that belonged to 
the ship’s galley. Also found as cargo were three large iron anchors 
and two lead couplings from a lead-and-wood anchor. The fact that 
the anchors were part of the cargo is indicated by their position in 
relation to the wreck itself. Certainly the most interesting find is a 
bronze appliqué in the stylised form of a duck, to which we find an 
analogy in the later “figurehead”. The Lamboglia 2 type amphorae 
are from a widely dispersed type of northern Italic wineries that are 
dated to the 1st century BC. There were used, then, above all for 
the transport of wine, and their capacity was just short of 30 litres.
The finds date the vessel to the second half of the 1st century BC. 
It should be mentioned that parts of the ship’s structure were also 
found, 36 ribs and the keel, and an analysis of the wood has shown 
that the ribs are made of elm wood (Ulmus L.). The size of the ribs 
indicate a ship length of 15 metres, common in the Adriatic Sea at 
the time, while the variety of the cargo and the small number of 
amphora plugs (the amphorae were open) indicate that this was a 
cargo that was to have seen secondary use. 

 

Igor Miholjek 

Drafting documentation under water 

Drafting documentation on land 

Lamboglia 2 type amphorae 



AN ROMAN PERIOD SHIPWRECK WITH STONE CARGO 

ShIPWRecKS WITh SaRcOPhaGI ON The eaSTeRN ShOReS 
OF The aDRIaTIc Sea 

Sarcophagi near Veli Školj 

Sarcophagi near Veli Školj 

Sarcophagi near Jakljan 

Various stone intermediate goods are one 
of the more important segments of Roman period maritime com -
merce. Whenever possible stone was transported by sea or river, 
and as a result the Mediterranean has a large number of shipwrecks 
with cargoes of stone intermediate products. These stone cargoes 
are diverse, but the most frequent finds are of cargoes of stone 
architectural elements. There are over fifty in the Mediterranean. 
Far less frequent are cargoes of works of art, and cargoes of semi -
finished sarcophagi, made both of marble and limestone. There are 
some dozen stone quarries on the eastern shores of the Adriatic Sea 
that were in operation during the Roman, and were located right on 
the seaside, allowing for direct loading of the stone on ships (the 
Brijuni and Veliki Frašker islands off Istria, the island of Lavdar 
in the waters of Zadar and so forth). Most of these were sources 
of common limestone, while stone of greater quality (such as that 
of the island of Brač) was only exploited later, in the 3rd century 
(Split, Postira). To date three shipwrecks have been found in the 
eastern coastal waters of the Adriatic with cargoes of Roman period 
sarcophagi. These are the locality off Veli Školj off the island of Ml -
jet, where, in the interpretation of Dr. Mario Jurišić, there are some 
fifteen sarcophagi with several lids. Based on other finds at the site 
(potsherds from a Dressel 6 amphora and an amphora of Hispanic 
production) the local -
ity has been dated to the 

early 2nd century. The sarcophagi are 200 by 100 cm in size. Three 
sarcophagi with lids were found in 2003 off the island of Jakljan at 
a depth of 37 metres. These sarcophagi are of simple construction, 
lacking decorative elements. The lids are gabled with corner acrote -
ria. Two of the sarcophagi and their lids are for the most part above 
the surface of the sea bottom, while the third pair is almost entirely 
buried by the sand. The sarcophagi are 214 cm in length, have a 
breadth of 70 cm and are 74 centimetres in height. The sarcophagi 
have a depth of 54 centimetres, while the width of the walls varies 
from 10 to 15 cm. The dimensions of the lids are consistent with 
those of the sarcophagi. The visible portion of the finds cover an 
area of 7 by 5 metres, with no small finds, other than the sarcophagi, 
visible on the surface, or remains of a vessel (or raft). These are evi -
dently products manufactured at local stone quarries, from whence 
they were shipped by sea to their final destinations for further dress -
ing at mason’s workshops. 
The third locality, discovered in 2008, is situated off Sutivan on the 
island of Brač, at a depth of 32 metres, and spreads over about 40m². 



Documentation drafted under water 

A stone jar near Sutivan 

A sketch of the archaeological site near Sutivan Sarcophagi near Sutivan 

Twenty stone objects are visible, arrayed in two rows, the lower 
one of which is almost entirely covered by sand. 
Recognisable among these objects are 7 sarcophagi, 2 lids, 1 
stone jar with visible perforations, 9 stone blocks and 1 column 
with a circular cross -section. The sarcophagus is 200 by 92 cm 
in size and 72 cm in height. The lid is of similar dimensions, 215 
by 107 cm. Based on their arrangement on the seabed it can be 
assumed that they were arrayed in the same fashion on the ship. 
The width of the main concentration of finds, without the stone 
jar, which likely rolled off during the sinking, is 4.10 metres, 
which tells us that the vessel was just a little over 5 metres wide. 
The length of the vessel probably did not exceed 20 metres. And 
while it is a thankless job to estimate the ship’s tonnage (as we 
do not know what is hidden in the sand), it is not likely in excess 
of 50 tonnes, which is consistent with the tonnage of a ship used 
for local navigation. A survey of the surface area of the locality 
and the surrounding area did not yield any objects, either ceram -
ic or wooden, that would have originated from this vessel. It can 
be presumed that the deeper layers of sand hold the remains of 
the ship’s wooden structure, and the remains of the vessels of the 
ship’s galley, which would provide a more precise dating of the 
shipwreck. Based on the information available this may be a ship 
that transported stone intermediate goods from one of the stone 
quarries on the island of Brač to a buyer in Salona in a time frame 
consistent with the late Roman period. Further exploration of 
this significant locality will yield new information on the dating, 
the origin of the ship and of its cargo.

 Igor Mihajlović 



MARITIME NAVIGATION IN THE ROMAN PERIOD 

ShIPS aND MaRITIMe ROuTeS 

The Roman method of ship’s hull joinery 

A navis oneraria Roman merchant vessel 

The structure of Roman period seagoing vessels included four basic elements: the 
keel with the stempost and sternpost, the ribs, the shell and the deck with its super -
structure, which has, unfortunately, yet to be found preserved. The organic remains 
of ships and parts of wooden equipment are rarely found in underwater archaeolog -
ical research, except when the weight of the ship’s cargo or sea current and waves covered the ship with silt and 
sand on the sea bottom. These remains of a ship’s wooden structure are frequently insufficient to reconstruct 
the appearance of the entire vessel, but even these small areas of the ship’s hull can show the methods of join -

ing individual parts of the vessel, in particular 
the ribs, shell and keel, and provides data on the 
type of wood used in shipbuilding. The wooden 
material itself also provides us with a way of dat -
ing the vessel using radiocarbon dating analysis. 
Roman period ships sailing the Adriatic Sea 
were built after two fashions. The first is the Ro -
man method, which has been documented at a 
relatively large number of archaeological sites 
in the Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas, while 
the other is the indigenous Liburnian method 
of ship hull joinery. 

THE ROMAN METHOD OF SHIP HULL JOINERY 
The Roman method employs the technique of joining the hull shell (planks) with pegged mortise and tenon 
joints. This is done by boring broad mortises into both sides of the planks, into which wooden tenons are 
inserted and joined on both sides through the planks by wooden pegs. Wooden pegs, metal spikes and rods 
are used to join the ribs. Because of the danger of shipworm the outer surface of the hull was sometimes plat -

ed with lead or bronze plates, which can serve as ballast in stormy 
weather. This shipbuilding technology has been documented in a 
number of shipwrecks across the Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas. 
In the construction of these vessels Roman period shipbuilders for 
the most part used pine, cedar, cypress and elm wood, the ribs were 
usually of oak, and the tenons and pegs frequently of hard woods 
such as pistachio and olive. Merchant vessels plying the waters of 
the Adriatic were known as navis oneraria. These are stubby ships 
up to 30 metres in length, with a length-to-width ratio of 3:1 or 
4:1. The bow and stern were raised and housed the crew’s cabins, 
and the ship’s galley on the stern. The size of the vessels sailing the 
Adriatic is consistent with Mediterranean standards, and that is up 
to a tonnage of 100 tonnes. The crews of these ships consisted of 5 
to 10 persons. 

THE LIBURNIAN METHOD OF SHIP HULL JOINERY 
The other method of ship hull joinery, the indigenous Liburnian 
method, has been established on the remains of ships found in 



A sketch depicting the joining of planks to the keel, Z. Brusić, 1968. the silt of the Roman period ports of Nin, Zaton near Zadar, 
Caska on the island of Pag and off Kaštel Sućurac. The planks 
of these ships were sewn to the keel and the ribs were joined to 
the planks with wooden pegs. Roman period writers referred to 
these ships are serilia, saying that this was the name for Libur -
nian and Histrian ships whose structural elements were joined 
with linen and Weaver’s broom cord. 

MARITIME ROUTES 
Underwater finds indicate that the Adriatic Sea was in a way the 
intersection of two main navigation routes in the early empire: 
the western and eastern routes. The western navigation route 
went from Vis to Palagruža and from there on to the Gargano 
peninsula, by way of Apulia and Calabria to Sicily and even on to Gaul and Hispania. The eastern naviga -
tion route started from the ports of northern Italy (Aquilea) by way of Dalmatia, Epirus, Greece to the ports 
of Asia Minor, and in lesser extent onwards to the Levant, Egypt, perhaps even to northern Africa. In the 
Adriatic, the navigation route, seen from the south, went between the Elafiti islands and the mainland and 
through the Mljet channel, where we have a number of documented shipwrecks to the northern side of the 
island of Mljet (Cape Glavat, Cape Maharac). From there the route went through the Korčula -Pelješac chan -
nel towards the western coast of the island of Hvar, which was evidently the intersection of the eastern and 
western navigation routes. Here, between the island of Hvar and the Pakleni islands, we also have a number 
of shipwrecks (Cape Pelegrin, Cape Izmetište, Gojca island). Here one branch of the navigation route turns 
towards Salona (Špinut Bay) through the Straits of Split, while the other runs along the western shores of the 
islands of Šolta and Drvenik towards the waters of Šibenik (localities: Gušteranski island, Cape Plavac on 
Zlarin). The route then continued northwest by way of the Zadar channel past the island of Ilovik, through 
the Unija channel and the Straits of Osor towards Pula, which is demonstrated by the wrecks of ships loaded 
with northern Italic goods near Školjić and Ilovik. From Pula the ships sailed along the western coast of Istria 
to northern Italy, and a somewhat smaller number of finds along the Istrian seaboard are indicative of safer 
navigation in this area.

 Igor Mihajlović 



The chief trade route between Venice and the commercial 
ports of the east ran through the eastern Adriatic Sea in the 
15th, 16th and 17th centuries. On the route are major ports 
such as Dubrovnik, one of the leading maritime powers in 
the Mediterranean, and Split, whose importance as a commercial 

centre was growing increasingly in the later 16th century. The extensive Turkish Em -
pire was becoming an expansive market and a growing number of merchants benefited 

from the lucrative opportunities, sailing the Adriatic Sea to the Levant with goods coming 
from across Europe. Oriental merchandise travelled the same route to west -
ern ports. Safe navigation was the fundamental precondition of establishing 
a navigational route along the eastern Adriatic seaboard. Navigation routes 

kept to the coastline with its many safe ports 
and havens for protection in stormy weather, 
and because of a number of unfavourable 
circumstances in regards to the military, po -
litical and economic situation caused by the 
Turco -Venetian conflict and attacks by the 
Uskoks or pirates. A merchant ship wrecked 
on the Sveti Pavao shallows off the south -
ern shores of the island of Mljet was passing 
along one such route. 
Research at the Sveti Pavao locality started in 
2007, and has to date seen three campaigns, 
which have yielded numerous valuable finds. 
The ship’s structure and ship’s equipment, a 
large iron anchor and eight bronze cannon were located 
at the site. Seven of the cannon are of the pedrijera type 

possessing a rear-loading mechanism and firing 
stone cannonballs. Only one of the cannons was 
a muzzle-loader, in the barrel of which an 
iron cannonball was found during conser -
vation work. Stone and iron cannonballs 
were found strewn along the sandy sea 
bottom, as was a metal object with seven 
grooves that may have served to hold 
them. Prominent among the metal vessels 
found on the sea bottom is a large bronze 
bucket with decorative rivets and a smaller 

copper vessel of conical shape with a horizontal 

The archaeological dig 

Extraction of a bronze cannon 

Video documentation of the site 

POST MEDIEVAL SHIPWRECKS OF THE 16th AND 17th CENTURIES 

a POST MeDIeVaL ShIPWRecK aT The 
SVeTI PaVaO ShaLLOWS OFF The ISLaND OF MLJeT 



POST MEDIEVAL SHIPWRECKS OF THE 16th AND 17th CENTURIES

Iznik ware plates, 16th century 

Bronze bucket and a sherd from a coppa amatoria in situ 

Horn comb 

ribbon hammered in relief under the rim. The majority of the material 
is made up of glass and ceramic ware. Numerous shards were found 
from bottles made of green glass and ceramic material of northern Italic 
and oriental manufacture. Numbered among the northern Italic glazed 
pottery are monochrome, painted or engraved pottery. Also numbered 
among these is a large ceramic bowl with a relief depicting a lute player, 
a motif that appears on coppa amatoria – Renaissance period vessels 
presented at betrothals and weddings. Oriental pottery found includes 
kitchenware of rough manufacture and luxurious, richly decorated, 16th 
century Iznik ware. Along with sherds of various vessels, bowls and jugs, 
nicely decorated with polychrome floral motifs, seven large Iznik ware 
plates were found with diverse decorations. Based on these objects the 
shipwreck has been dated to the second half of the 16th century, which 
should be confirmed by silver coins found among the other finds. What 
sets this shipwreck apart from other sites is that it is completely intact, 
which will contribute greatly to the quality of the research and its in -
terpretation. The results of this research will complete the picture 
of life and material culture in the 16th century, provide insight 
into the links between centres of manufacture and commerce 
in the Levant with those in the southwest of Europe, and con -
firm that the Adriatic Sea played an important and irreplace -
able role in establishing these trade routes.

 Vesna Zmaić 



ROMAN PERIOD SHIPWRECKS WITH LUXURIOUS CARGO 

aPOXYOMeNOS 

Underwater 
video documentation 

Apoxyomenos in situ 

Apoxyomenos after 
restoration 

Roman period life-sized bronze statues are very rare, some twenty have 
bee recovered, and there are only a few original works. Copies are much 
more frequently done in stone, yet another specificity of the bronze Croa -
tian Apoxyomenos. The statue is likely a copy dating from the 4th century 
BC. No traces of a shipwreck from which it may originate have been found, 
although it is presumed that it does come from a shipwreck that occurred be -
tween the 1st century BC and the 1st century AD. The statue depicts an athlete 
scraping himself clean of oil. The best-known Apoxyomenos was that made by Ly -

sippos in the late 4th century BC. The manufac -
ture of statues of athletes is most often associated with victory at the 
Olympic games, and they were a votive gift to a god, and an expres -
sion of the pride and glory the winner brought to his city. Besides as 
a statue, Apoxyomenos has also been depicted on grave stelae, reliefs, 
gemmas and statuettes. Our Apoxyomenos is very similar to the one 
kept in Vienna, which was believed to have been an original, and which 
was found in 1896. The Apoxyomenos statue was found by chance in 
1997 in the waters off the islet of Vela Orjula near the island of Veli 
Lošinj. The task of bringing it to the surface was taken up by the staff 
of the Department for Archaeological Heritage of the Ministry of Cul -
ture’s Directorate for Cultural Heritage Protection, assisted by divers 
from the Special Police and in collaboration with GRASP (Groupe de 
Recherche Arheologique Sous -Marin Post -Medievale) and OML (Ox -
ford Maritime Ltd.). 



Apoxyomenos in situ 

Restoration work 

Apoxyomenos during extraction 

The parts of the original bronze plinth of the statue 

The extraction of the statue from a depth of almost 45 
metres was further complicated when damage was dis -
covered on the statute: the head was practically sepa -
rated from the body, and a number of fractures were 
discovered under the right knee and on the right shoul -
der, but the statue was successfully extracted without 
new damage. The statue has been preserved intact, 
missing only the small finger of its left hand. The entire 
statue was covered with a thick layer of incrustation, 
and was half filled with sand and sea sediment. Con -
servation and restoration work was carried out at the 
Croatian Conservation Institute in Zagreb. The first 
phase involved desalination, followed by the mechani -
cal removal of the incrustation, a three-year undertak -
ing, and the consolidation of the fractures and breaks. 
A support construction was built into the statue to al -
low it to stand upright. The Croatian Apoxyomenos is 
certainly the most spectacular archaeological find ex -
tracted from the Adriatic Sea. 

Suzana Čule 



Certainly the most frequent finds in the Adriatic Sea are from 
the Roman times. These are the remains of architecture, i.e. 
parts of cities closest to the sea: harbour structures, houses and 
city ramparts, the remains of shipwrecks and cargo or ballast 
thrown overboard. Sunken architecture is usually located near 
the present day shoreline and in relatively shallow waters as a 
result of higher sea levels and soil erosion over time. The larg -
est underwater Roman period complex discovered in Croatia 
is at Verige Bay on the Brijuni islands and at Vižula peninsula 
near Medulin. The first underwater research at the Vižula loca -
tion near Medulin was launched in 1995 and has continued, 
with interruptions, to this day. The existence of at least eight 
architectural complexes has been established in the coastal wa -

parts of seaside villas containing very luxurious architectural elements, which has been confirmed by excava -
tion on land, while structures D, E and F are harbour facilities that tell of a rich commercial activity and the 
trade of various goods that took place here. Structure A is situated on the shore and has not been researched. 
In the space in front of structure B, also on the shore, cultural layers in trenches opened underwater have 
been dated to the period from the 1st to 5th centuries. The area of structure C does not contain an Roman 
period cultural layer and it has been associated with the nearby recent stone quarry. The existence of walls 
that provided structural support to the waterfront and made up the operational quay along the structure itself 

has been established. Numerous architectural remains over a 
length of 50 metres have been established at the complex of 
structure E. These are the remains of the waterfront, a struc -
ture with a small and large apse, and a “pool” the use of which 
has not been precisely established, but that may be a vivarium 
(fishpond). To the north of structure E, on a part of the local -
ity between the high and low tide line, channels have been 
confirmed, carved into solid rock, previously sketched into 
the structure’s layout, and walls extending from the water. It 
is presumed that the channels were used to carry away water, 
and the natural slope of the rock was used in their planning. 

It can also be presumed 
that the holes sur -
rounding these chan -
nels were used to hold 
the supports of the 
channel’s covering. The 
area of structure F was 
researched in 2000, 
2007 and 2008. The 
structure is an Roman 
period pier alongside 

ters of the Vižula peninsula, designated by the letters A thru H. These structures, structure B in particular, are 

SUNKEN ARCHITECTURE 

The VIŽuLa PeNINSuLa NeaR MeDuLIN 

Channels to the north of structure E 

A stone jar found in the structure of
 the walls of the “waterfront” 

An Roman period oil lamp with 
the depiction of a dolphin 

Extraction of “horn-handled” type amphorae 



of which an abundance of small archaeological finds was 
discovered, dating from the 1st to 5th century. The most 
impressive are certainly amphorae of the “horn-handled” 
type, an Roman period oil lamp, and a phallic bone pen -
dant. Structures E and F are connected by the waterfront, 
along which the remains of mosaics and frescoes have 
been found, probably reused in the construction of the 
waterfront. Also found, built into the waterfront, was a 
quadrangular stone jar. Structure G is situated on the 
shore in the area between high and low tide. Several walls 
have been documented from this structure that continue 
underwater. The exploration of structure H was carried 
out in 1997. It was established that this was a causeway or 
road connecting an island with the mainland. 

Suzana Čule 

Structure E – the wall of the “pool” 

Walls on the mainland to the north of structure E 

The walls of structure G 

Part of a fresco depicting a human image (the hand) 

A phallic bone pendant 



INLAND WATERS 

aRchaeOLOGY IN INLaND WaTeRS 

An Roman period stone sarcophagus, Mrežnica River 

The torso of a stone sculpture, 
Drava River, Osijek 

It can be said of archaeological research in inland waters, rivers and 
lakes, that they have taken a back seat to exploration at sea. The num -
ber of investigations carried out is disproportionate to their number and 
significance. This is evident from the two most significant localities in our rivers. The first, researched at the 
start of the past century, is the Kupa River at Sisak. We cannot consider this a systematic exploration in the 
true sense of the word as the finds were collected from material excavated during the deepening of the river -
bed for navigational purposes. The excavation was done by a river excavator, and the excavated material was 
examined by museum associates. The finds collected there make up a significant part of the present day collec -

tion at the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb. The second 
important archaeological locality is at Trilj on the Cetina 
River. Here, at one of the fords in the river, a large quan -
tity of prehistoric and Roman period material was found. 
These are very valuable artefacts: bronze helmets, swords, 
daggers, pottery and flint material. The past few years has 
seen collaboration established with French, Slovenia and 
Hungarian archaeologists, who have an abundance of ex -
perience in researching inland waters. 
The finds of two stone sarcophagi lids in the Mrežnica Riv -
er, upstream from the settlement of Sveti Petar Mrežnički, 
tell of the use of the river for the trans -
port of heavy stone material. 

The transport of two such sarcophagus lids at the same time usi
carriage would not have been possible. The lids are 258 by 142 
cm in size. Roman riverboats have small draughts, which 
allowed them to navigate very shallow rivers. Because of 
this shallow boat draught we know that most of the rivers 
we now consider unnavigable were navigated in the Ro -
man times. There is the example of the Roman riverboat 
excavated from the Ljubljanica River near Ljubljana in 
Slovenia. An analysis of its remains established that it 
had a load capacity of 40 tonnes. An archaeological 
field survey of the area around the Mrežnica River 
revealed a large number of Roman period stone 
quarries with traces of semi-processed sarcopha -
gi and lids. All of these quarries transported their 
wares by way of the Mrežnica River, then on the 
Kupa River towards major Roman urban centres. 
The most significant find discovered recently is a 
stone Roman sculpture extracted from the Drava 
River near Osijek. The stone remains of a Roman 
bridge have been known of since the 18th century, 
as they were visible during low water level periods. The customary 
name for these remains is Hadrian’s Bridge, even though there is no 
concrete evidence to support this appellation. They have been de -

ng a 
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Underwater archaeological research, Lake Hutovo blato 

The neck of a Lamboglia 2 type amphora, 1st century BC, Lake Hutovo blato 

Documenting the prehistoric section of the archaeological site, Lake Hutovo blatoA prehistoric bronze axe, Lake Hutovo blato 

stroyed on a number of occasions to secure unimpeded 
navigation during low water levels. The last time they suf -
fered extensive damage was in the 1980s when explosives 
were used to remove them. Based on initial research we 
can presume four of six remaining stone columns on the 
riverbed. The cited stone sculpture was found while div -
ing to the remains of a column on the bank of the river 
adjacent to the Baranja region. For now we cannot deter -
mine with certainty whether the sculpture is of a deity or 
an Roman period hero. 

In the frame of international scientific cooperation with 
the University of Mostar and the NCEI (Non-govern -
mental Centre for Education & Research), the Croatian 
Conservation Institute carried out exploration activities 
at the very valuable archaeological site in the Lake Huto -
vo blato near Čapljina in 2007 and 2008. The site has been 
known since the 1970s, but intensive and systematic res -
cue archaeology has only been carried out recently. Ten
of amphorae sherds have been found and over 200 am 
phorae plugs. It is not known for now whether these ar
from a shipwreck or a port at the site. Lake Hutovo blat
was, namely, joined to the Neretva River navigation rout
in the Roman times, and thereby with the Roman com 
mercial centre of Narona. A prehistoric layer with Cetin
culture pottery from the early Bronze Age was found un 
der the Roman period cultural layer during the excava 
tion. 
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Krunoslav Zubčić, Igor Miholjek 

Underwater archaeological dig , Lake Hutovo blato 



World War I and II shipwrecks have come under 
the protection of the Ministry of Culture over 
the past fifteen years. And while this does not fall 
into the category of underwater archaeology in 
the classic sense, these shipwrecks have also been 
protected as cultural objects because of their his -
torical significance. Besides being blue graves, 
they are monuments of technical heritage and 
the technological development of their time. 
With its length of 153 metres, the battleship 
Szent Istvan, of the Tegethof class, is num -
bered among the largest warships sunk in 
the Adriatic Sea. It was built in Rijeka in 1914 
and was, along with two other vessels of the same class, the Tegethof 
and the Viribus Unitis, the pride of the Austro -Hungarian Navy in 

World War I. 

Equally impressive are its twelve 305 millimetre cannons. It 
was sunk on June 10th, 1918, by Italian torpedo boats. Indic -
ative of the measure of this success is the fact that the day was 
declared Italian Navy Day. The ship turned 180 degrees while 
sinking and lies at a depth of 68 metres with its keel pointing 
to the surface. The Szent Istvan is interesting as a subject of 
study to researchers from all of the countries that emerged 
from the fall of the Austro -Hungarian Empire and Italy and 
has been the subject of several international research campaigns. Besides the 
results of the greatest ever victory by the Italian Navy, the Adriatic Sea also 
holds the remains of one of its greatest tragedies, the wreck of the ship Re 

D ’Italia. The wreck of the 
Re D ’Italia, sunk during 
the Battle of Vis in 1866, 
was discovered during international research collaboration between the 
Ministry of Culture, the Croatian Conservation Institute and the French 
company Comex. The latest geophysical and diving equipment was used 
to survey and document tens of square kilometres, including robot -cam -
eras and exploration submarines. The wreck was discovered at a depth of 
114 metres, and the compass base and a porcelain plate were extracted at 
the time. Besides the wrecks of the Szent Istvan, which sank near Premu -
da and the Re D ’Italia, which sank off the island of Vis, the Croatian part 
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of the Adriatic also holds dozens of wrecks of iron ships. Because 
of their historical value and the opportunities for their promotion 
in tourism and culture, some have been registered and protected 
as cultural heritage. The best known among these is certainly the 
Barun Gautsch, an Austro -Hungarian passenger steamship that 
sank near Rovinj in 1914, the British minesweeper HMS Corio -
lanus, which sank near Novigrad in 1945, and the German escort 
destroyer TA-36, which sank in 1944 near Brestovo. There are sev -
eral wrecks near the island of Vis: the Italian passenger steamship 
Brioni and the tugboat Ursus, the steamship Teti, and the Greek 
steamship Vassilios T., all of which sank between 1918 and 1940. 
One of the now most attractive diving destinations for technical 
dives is the US B-17 bomber that went down in the sea near Vis 
in 1944, and now lies at a depth of 72 metres. The most valuable 
wreck in the southern Adriatic is that of the German torpedo boat 
S-57, sunk in 1944 during a battle with British torpedo boats. 

Krunoslav Zubčić, Igor Miholjek 
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The Croatian part of the Adriatic Sea holds rich archaeological 
sites and the wrecks of numerous Roman period ships. Most of 
these sites have been devastated and looted, and only a small 
number have been discovered without traces of devastation. Ex -
perience to date in the protection of underwater cultural objects 
has demonstrated that the legal protection of archaeological sites 
is not sufficient, and their physical protection and presentation 
on the seabed was undertaken using metal cages. In Croatian wa -
ters this method has been used since 1990, mostly at sites that 
have not been devastated and as such are an attraction and the 
subject of scientific research at the European and global levels. 
Initially the protection was targeted only at preventing access to 
the finds, and was carried out with construction netting attached 
to the seabed with concrete blocks. When it became evident that 
this level of protection was not sufficient, the installation of cages 
of stronger construction was initiated, leaving the site protected, 
and at the same time clearly visible to those who wish to tour 
and view the site. The cages are of a solid metal construction us -
ing galvanized iron pipes to which nets of welded iron bars have 
been affixed. The entire construction is protected from decay 
with special paints and zinc cathodic protection. The upper areas 
of the cages have gates for entry by researchers, allowing for the 
surveillance and further systematic research of the sites. Each of 
the cages has an information plaque providing basic data on the 
archaeological site to visitors. To date eight Roman period sites 
have been protected in Croatia using this method. 
The first protection of this kind was used at the Za Planiku site 
near the island of Lastovo in 1990, where construction netting 
was placed over a shipwreck with a cargo of Lamboglia 2 type am -
phora from the 1st century BC, affixed to the seabed by concrete 
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THE PROTECTION OF ROMAN PERIOD SHIPWRECKS  “IN SITU”
blocks. Following the deliberate devastation of the site by a ship’s crane, it became evident that this level of pro -
tection was insufficient and the construction of stronger and larger iron cages was undertaken. It was not long 
afterwards that the remains of an Roman period merchant vessel dated to the 2nd century BC were found at 
the Saplun site near the island of Lastovo with transitional amphorae between the Greco -Italic and Lamboglia 
2 types. A protective netting was placed over the site in 1993, weighed down by concrete blocks, and was 
replaced in 1997 be a modified and stronger cage. A cage of firm construction was also used in 1998 on the 
island of Žirje in Koromašno Bay on an Roman period shipwreck with a cargo of Dressel 34 (horn handled) 
and Riley ER1 type amphorae from the 2nd century BC. A cage was also installed that same year near Cavtat, 
off the islet of Supetar, where a sunken merchant vessel was found at a depth of thirty metres with a cargo of 
over 1,200 north African Keay XXV type amphorae from the 3rd to 4th centuries. A cage was installed in 2001 
over a sunken merchant vessel from the 1st century BC off 
the southern part of the island of Mljet, at the Klačine site, 
with a cargo of Lamboglia 2 type amphorae. In 2004 a pro -
tective cage was installed over a sunken vessel from the 1st 
century BC with a cargo of Lamboglia 2 type amphorae and 
other material from the ship’s equipment located along the 
eastern side of the island of Pag, at the Vlaška Mala site. That 
same year, near Cape Sorinj on the north of the island of 
Rab, a cage was installed over a sunken ship from the first 
half of the 2nd century BC with transitional amphorae be -
tween the Greco -Italic and Lamboglia 2 types. Because of 
the steep incline of the area, the cage was constructed as a 
firm structure with a trapezoidal cross -section. In 2006, in 
the shallows near Buje, not far from Umag, a protective cage 
was installed over a sunken ship with a cargo of Greco -Italic 
type amphorae from the 2nd century BC. 
The importance of this kind of “in situ” protection, in line 
with the UNESCO convention, lies in the preservation of 
cultural objects and the use of underwater archaeological 
sites for presentation and tourism. 
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HISTORY OF UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY 

The BeGINNINGS OF uNDeRWaTeR aRchaeOLOGY 

We can consider L. B. Alberti ’s search for Roman boats in Lake Nemi near Rome in 1446 the 
first underwater archaeological research. Almost a century later, in 1535, F. Demarchi dove 
there in the precursor to the diving suit, consisting of a wooden bell sheathed in metal. 
The use of diving bells in the form of weighted, upside-down barrels, was in extensive use in the 
17th century. In 1819 the German inventor A. Siebe perfected a simple, but effective copper 
helmet, the prototype of which was a miniature diving bell that covered only the head. In 1836 
the Deane brothers conceived the first diving suit, similar to the Siebe prototype, for research 
of the wreck of the Mary Rose. That was the first time a need to protect archaeological finds 
located underwater was mentioned. C. Lyell wrote to this effect in his book The Principles Of 
Geology, published in 1832. 
The true beginnings of underwater archaeology are associated with the finds of the remains of ships on 
land. The first systematic research was launched in Denmark in 1863. C. Engelhardt researched a ship dated to the 4th century. 
In the mid 19th century a drought caused water levels to drop in Swiss lakes. Certainly one of the key sites discovered at the 

time was the La Tène settlement on Lake Neuchâtel, from which archaeolo -
gist F. Schwab in 1857 extracted a large number of iron swords. 
The first professional research of an underwater archaeological site was car -
ried out in 1870 by H. Magen. He procured what was at the time the best 
diving equipment and gathered a team of experienced divers with the aim 
of finding the treasure-rich wreck of the Spanish ship Rio de Vigo in Galicia. 
The observations of dive leader E. Bazin indicated numerous chemical reac -
tions on various materials found underwater. 
In 1898 Frane Bulić launched the first scientific exploration of an under -
water site on the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea and hired the services of 
divers to precisely document sarcophagi in Vranjica. 
The birthday of underwater archaeology as a scientific discipline is the ex -
ploration of two sunken Roman period vessels: in 1900 at Antikythera and 
in 1907 at Mahdia, because the importance of these finds strengthened faith 

in the future of underwater archaeology. In 1907 H. Pollard was the first licensed diver whose services were engaged to explore 
a locality to the north of Herne Bay in Kent. 
Underwater research in the former USSR started to develop about 1930 in the Greek colony of Khersones in the Crimea. That 
was the first time in the history of underwater archaeology that a camera was taken 
to the seabed. 
One of the less known pioneers of underwater archaeology was certainly the Jesuit 
priest A. Podebard. He used an airplane for reconnaissance and in 1934 observed the 
remains of a Bronze Age harbour on the Lebanese coast near Tyre, and then Sidon. 
The 1937 World Exposition in Paris saw the presentation of the “aqualung ” built by 
Le Prieur. The device used a simple tank with compressed air released as needed, six 
years later J -Y. Cousteau and E. Gagnan invented a pressure regulator that allowed 
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divers to automatically regulate the flow of air as required. In 
1946 the closed circuit device becomes available to the general 
public. 
In the early 1950s J -Y. Cousteau and F. Dumas explore a Ro -
man shipwreck from the 2nd century BC off the islet of Grand 
Congloué, using an airlift dredger and underwater photography. 
A large quantity of ceramic artefacts was recovered at the time, 
as were almost 2,000 amphorae, sherds of vessels and lamps. 
Decades later, reviewing the notes made by Benoît, French 
archaeologist L. Long concluded that there had been two Ro -
man shipwrecks at the site, not one. Progress in organising site 
documentation was made by Lamboglia in 1958 with the intro -
duction of metal netting used to establish precise positioning 
of finds at the site, which allowed archaeologists to adhere to 

standard archaeological procedures while working underwater. 
He investigated a Roman merchant vessel at a depth of 18 metres between Sardinia and the island of Spargi. The site was 
documented with the aid of a photo -mosaic. 
In 1960 G. Bass led a team made up of P. Throckmorton, J. du Plat Taylor and F. 
Dumas to an excavation at Cape Gelidonya. G. Bass, an expert on the Middle 
East at the University of Pennsylvania museum, was the first archaeologist to 
learn diving in order to personally work on an underwater archaeological site. 
The research resulted in the discovery of the bronze cargo of a Phoenician 
merchant vessel and contributed significantly to knowledge of the Bronze Age 
in the eastern Mediterranean. But almost nothing was recovered from the ves -
sel itself, and Bass turns his attention to a sunken 7th century Byzantine vessel 
near the island of Yassi (Yassi Ada). During the excavation he made use of 
advanced technology: a cupola with a telephone connection to the surface, 
a decompression chamber, a vacuum pump and a mini submersible. Precise 
topographic maps were made of the site based on photographic data. 
With all of this insight it can be concluded that underwater archaeology is a 
sub -discipline of archaeology and that its principles, theory and methods are 
based on those already established in conventional archaeological research. 
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Underwater exploration 
most frequently yields finds 
of elements of a ship’s structure, 
its equipment, ceramic and glass 
utensils and decorative vessels and lamps, v a r i o u s 
ship’s cargoes, ship’s weaponry, jewellery, coins and numer -
ous other objects. Among these finds there are from time to 
time objects of greater artistic value. Lying on the beds of 
bodies of water and covered in sand sometimes for several 
thousands of years, these objects are trapped by a thick layer 
of calcification and overgrown with algae. These accumu -

lations often conceal their original surface and shape. 
The long-term exposure of these underwater heritage 
objects to harmful biological processes weakens their 
structure and causes them to decay. The most threat -
ened objects are those made of organic materials such 
as wood, leather and fabric, as are objects made of iron, 
which decays at a greater rate in wet environments than 
other metals. Objects made of stone, ceramics and glass 
have a better resistance to negative environmental effect 
and are, as a result of their more stable structure, often 
found well preserved. 

To preserve and protect archaeological finds that have been in a wet en -
vironment sometimes for several thousands of years, the objects must 
undergo timely and expert conservation and restoration procedures. 
Salts pose one of the major dangers to objects extracted from the sea, as 
drying can cause them to crystallise, significantly damaging them. This 
is why objects extracted from the sea are delivered wet to restoration 
workshops where they are freed of salts – desalinised. Large objects 
such as amphorae and cannons, which require the use of large fresh -
water pools, pose a particular challenge. No less threatening are very 
aggressive corrosive processes that attack the structure of metal objects. 
The use of special chemically based methods can successfully slow 
down and stop these processes. After the object is successfully stabi -
lised, restorers meticulously process every centimetre of these objects, 
revealing the beauty of the original, its form and surface. In studying 
the details of the object restorers often arrive at fascinating discoveries 
on the material, which lead to new insight into the techniques by which 
they were manufactured and the craftsmanship of the artisans that pro -
duced them. 
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Successful restoration work is the result of the dedica -
tion of restorers and of their knowledge and talent, but 
also of the required tools at their disposal. The wealth 
of Croatia’s underwater heritage has seen a specialised 
workshop for the restoration and conservation of un -
derwater archaeological finds established in Zadar in 
2007. Since its inception the workshop has continued 
to develop the proficiency of its experts and to procure 
the latest restoration equipment. 

The restoration and conservation of underwater archae -
ological finds is key to preventing their further decay af -

ter extraction from water and in restoring them to their original form. Properly conserved and restored finds 
can be safeguarded and exhibited in museums and at other venues. In this fashion original objects of cultural, 
historical and artistic value are preserved for future generations and are restored to some measure of their 
previous splendour, an important contribution to the preservation of our underwater heritage. 
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